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Abstract. Self-tuning techniques are widely used in the database community es-
pecially for large analyses systems. Within this domain, a new architecture known
as column store comes up to analyse and aggregate data. Column stores demon-
strate good results in real world examples and benchmarks like TPC-H. In re-
cent years, row stores dominate the data warehousing domain. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no advisor for the optimal selection of storage architecture.
We discuss this fact with respect to our example based on TPC-H. Afterwards,
we present our research steps to develop a decision model for optimal selection
of storage architecture. Finally, we motivate and discuss the development of a
hybrid architecture.

1 Introduction

Database management systems (DBMSs) are pervasive in current applications. With
database tuning, practitioners aim at optimal performance which is a primary objective
for database applications. The administration and optimization of DBMSs is costly. Re-
searchers and DBMS vendors are developing self-tuning techniques such that DBMSs
continuously improve themselves [1, 2]. Chaudhuri et al. show in their summary of
ten years of self-tuning [3] that almost all techniques have been investigated for row-
oriented DBMSs (row stores).

In recent years, different approaches have come up to fulfil new requirements for
applications, e.g., column-oriented DBMSs (column stores) [4–6]. Abadi et al. define
”Column-stores, in a nutshell, store each database table column separately, with at-
tribute values belonging to the same column stored contiguously, compressed, and
densely packed, as opposed to traditional database systems that store entire records
(rows) one after the other” [7]. However, column stores have been neglected so far for
self-tuning techniques. In this paper, we show that self-tuning techniques are beneficial
for column stores as well.

We motivate our research with a small example and discuss the results according to
our goals. Afterwards, we discuss the differences among the two storage architectures
and show first ideas to develop a decision model for selection of an optimal storage ar-
chitecture. Therefore, such a decision model should map different application fields to
the best supporting storage architectures. Such a decision model is applicable to all rela-
tional DBMSs but our following descriptions are mainly based on the data warehousing
(DWH) domain. To the best of our knowledge, there is no decision model to advise one



of both architectures for a given application domain. Based on our insights, we argue
that there is a high benefit for combining both architectures to a hybrid system. Such a
system could use the advantages of both approaches in certain parts of application. We
finally note how self-tuning techniques for row stores can be used in hybrid systems
and how they can be adapted for column stores parts within the system.

2 Motivating Example

In this section, we present the results of a motivating example. In our example, we
decide to use Infobright ICE1 3.2.2 and MySQL2 5.1.37. MySQL represents the row
stores and ICE represents the column stores. At first view, the two DBMSs are as sim-
ilar as these two because both systems are based on the MySQL kernel/management
services except that they use different storage architectures. Due to their affinity, we se-
lected these two DBMSs to compare the architectures instead of different functionality.
Afterwards, we discuss the results of our example.

2.1 The TPC-H Benchmark
Our test environment is an Ubuntu 9.10 64bit system running on a Samsung X65 with
a 2.2GHz dual core processor, 2GB RAM and 2GB swap partition. Furthermore, both
DBMS configurations are adjusted to MySQL standard configuration and we use the
standardized benchmark TPC-H (2.8.0) with scale factor 1 (1GB), i.e., both DBMSs use
considerably less than 1GB of RAM (e.g., key buffer 16MB). No indexes or views are
create to our environment expect indexes and views that are caused by DDL (primary
key) or the workload itself. We run a series of tests with the TPC-H benchmark that
represents DWH applications on our machine.

Our results are presented in Table 1. The query execution times are in the format
hours, minutes and seconds (hh:mm:ss). We note that we are not able to run TPC-H
Query 13 with MySQL syntax. We aborted Query 18 running on MySQL after more
than 21 hours. All executions of Query 18 (MySQL) led to the same result. Some
queries perform similarly on both architectures like Query 10 and Query 12. In con-
trast, Query 4 performs 20 times faster on MySQL (row store) than ICE (column store)
as well as ICE executes some queries much faster than MySQL, e.g., Query 9 and
Query 19. Our results show that neither of both architectures can outperform the other
for every query.

Due to the significantly different results, we have to analyse several queries in detail,
e.g., Query 21 for ICE or Query 18 for MySQL. If we exclude Query 18 and 21, we
receive more expressive values, i.e., 58 minutes 33 seconds for ICE and 13 minutes 06
seconds for MySQL. ICE does not outperform MySQL as one could expect.

Threats to Validity. In this study, we made some assumptions. We have chosen MySQL
and ICE as representatives because both systems are based on MySQL management ser-
vices. There are many other column and row stores which we do not compare in this
study, i.e., our study does not make claims of being complete.

1 http://www.infobright.org
2 http://www.mysql.org



2.2 Discussion

One can argue that our results arise from different functionality and query optimization
techniques. We mention, ICE uses query optimization techniques which MySQL does
not support and ICE optimizer poorly supports nested queries at the moment. We as-
sume that this behaviour is intensified by necessary tuple operations for certain queries,
e.g., Query 21 or 22. ICE has to process the entire tuples for the (not) exist clauses
in Query 21 and 22. Additionally, ICE is already designed as read-only DWH system
whereas MySQL is designed for transactional processing (OLTP). Nevertheless, we
note that this functional gap appears to each system comparison concerning different
architectures.

In our example, ICE outperforms MySQL on queries that contain a high number of
aggregation and grouping operations, e.g., Query 1 and Query 3. The tuples processed
for these queries contain only few columns in the (intermediate) result sets, i.e., a small
number of tuple reconstructions is necessary. For (intermediate) result sets with a higher
number of columns, ICE loses its advantages, e.g., Query 10 or in the worst case Query
21/22 because a high number of tuple reconstructions increase significantly the costs of
query execution.

Query no. ICE MySQL Query no. ICE MySQL
1 00:00:25 00:00:54 12 00:00:03 00:00:04
2 00:00:44 00:02:42 13 - -
3 00:00:02 00:00:46 14 00:00:01 00:00:37
4 00:02:33 00:00:07 15 00:00:04 00:00:17
5 00:00:03 00:01:28 16 00:00:00 00:00:10
6 00:00:00 00:00:04 17 00:24:12 00:00:01
7 00:00:03 00:00:31 18 00:00:08 >21:07:44
8 00:00:02 00:00:04 19 00:00:03 00:02:31
9 00:00:06 00:01:11 20 00:10:51 00:02:24

10 00:00:08 00:00:11 21 06:00:27 00:02:48
11 00:00:00 00:00:01 22 00:19:13 00:00:03

carryover 00:04:06 00:07:59 overall 06:59:08 >21:24:38

Table 1. TPC-H results for MySQL and ICE

Our example shows the need for
new approaches in the DWH domain
considering the new requirements [5,
6, 8–11] in this domain. There are
queries which perform better on the
row store and queries which perform
better on column store architecture.
The results verify our assumption
that different workload parts perform
better on one of the architectures.
Consequently, different applications
and their needs have to be evaluated
to use the optimal architecture. The
optimal architecture can only be fig-
ured out if we have a decision sup-

port for architecture selection. Therefore, we recommend the development of a general
decision model for row- and column-oriented architectures. We assume that a prototype
supporting both architectures independently leads to a more general decision model.

According to the architecture, a decision model will support design and redesign of
databases, e.g., DWH, and improves the quality of design decisions.

2.3 A hybrid storage architecture

We argue that different applications, in our case the DWH domain, have common needs
and we can decide between both architectures based on a decision model. However, we
will have performance losses caused by the architecture because there are probably also
suitable patterns for the converse architecture. Moreover, the storage architecture of a
system has to be changed if the workload changes extremely. This involves a complete
architectural redesign and is the worst case on operational systems. So, the decision



model cannot only be utilized to support design decisions but also to support develop-
ment of new architectures, e.g., a hybrid architecture.

We see two strong intercessory aspects to develop a hybrid architecture and/or pro-
totype. First, a hybrid system should be more suitable for applications which have mixed
workload patterns, thus both storage architectures are required. The performance losses
can be reduced compared with the other two architectures by a mixed workload sce-
nario (tuple operations and aggregations). Second, the redesign of a system with one
of both architectures can be prevented by a hybrid architecture because a hybrid ar-
chitecture contains both. The hybrid architecture should reduce the performance losses
caused by changing workload in contrast to the other both architectures. Additionally,
it is conceivable that a hybrid architecture will be able to adapt constantly to a changing
workload with some extensions. The costs of dynamical adaption have to be limited by
thresholds in a cost function. These thresholds prevent the growth of the adaption costs
beyond the benefit of adaption. Hence, self-tuning in an architectural manner will be
possible.

We have to consider several aspects to develop a hybrid system, e.g., compression
techniques, query processing. Some aspects are mutually exclusive to each other like
different query processing techniques. Nevertheless, some conflicts can be solved by
adapting current techniques. These aspects, e.g., cooperative query processing, can be
integrated into a hybrid system and into the decision model in further steps. A decision
model for the selection of the optimal architecture has to be extended and provides also
the basis for self-tuning in hybrid system. Thereby, analyses for the storage architecture
selection have to be broken down from whole workloads to parts of it (decomposition),
e.g., storage architecture will be advised for each relation.

3 Development Steps for a Decision Model

The database community has mainly considered that row stores can solve all data
management tasks [12, 13] in the past. Other storage architectures lead to niche so-
lutions [14–16]. Thereby, column stores are most suitable for DWH and business intel-
ligence [7]. Some TPC-H benchmark results emphasize this estimation but one cannot
exactly say which application or workload advances the usage of a column store (cf.
Section 2). To the best of our knowledge, there is no study or model which determines
the use of column stores for a DWH. In this section, we present the first ideas to develop
a decision model for storage architectures selection. Afterwards, we discuss the main
influence factors for a decision model according to storage architectures3 and how we
can extend this model.

3.1 Workload Patterns
We have examined the general assumption that the typical column store application is
DWH. Aggregation and grouping are typically used in the DWH domain but computa-
tions based on tuples occur in these workloads, too. As we already mentioned column
stores perform worse on tuple operations, thus column stores are not suitable for each

3 In the remaining work, we use column and row store as synonyms for the corresponding
database storage architectures.



application in the DWH domain. Our considerations should help to overcome the main
problem in this domain according to the selection of storage architectures. We assume,
row and column stores have their own application fields within the DWH domain es-
pecially with respect to the new requirements [5, 6, 8–11]. Hence, we have to analyse
workloads and derive workload patterns to estimate or select the most suitable architec-
ture. Additionally, we need to analyse computation types of DBMS operations for the
DWH domain.

Based on our analyses, any workload is composed out of three workload patterns
that crucially influence the performance on both architectures. First, aggregation and
grouping form one pattern because in an abstract manner, the computations proceed the
same way. The second pattern covers join operations as essential part of nearly every
DBMS. Third, tuple operations/reconstructions are composed in a separate pattern.

Aggregation and grouping are very important in the DWH domain, e.g., cube build-
ing or on-the-fly analysis. The aggregation and grouping pattern has to be analysed for
row and column stores even if the operations themselves are the same because they are
processed in different ways. We need to know how different both architectures perform
on this pattern. The comparison of two systems provides system-specific results which
we have to generalise. This pattern points out the strengths of columns stores.

The behaviour of join pattern is similar to the aggregation and grouping pattern.
There are several join techniques in DBMSs, e.g., merge join, hash join, or nested loop
join, which are common in both architectures. Hence, we do not analyse different join
techniques themselves but the different computation types in both architectures, e.g.,
vector and non-vector based. Join operations crucially influence the size of intermedi-
ate results, e.g., selectivity join over primary key values or full table join that imply
different amount of tuple reconstructions in column stores. Thus, the performance can
be changed critically.

The number of tuple operations and/or reconstructions is a critical factor. In contrast
to row stores, each tuple operations/reconstruction causes computational costs in col-
umn stores because column stores recompose tuples with all necessary columns. Row
stores access tuples directly and cause only costs directly from the access path, i.e., this
pattern advantages row stores and also represents several new mentioned requirements.

Typically, insert, delete, and update operations are not considered in the DWH do-
main, so we do not discuss these operations for now. For the new requirements in the
DWH domain our patterns should be extended in this direction at a future date. Equally,
the projection will not covered in a separate pattern because each system uses projec-
tions on intermediate and final results.

3.2 The Decision Model

We mentioned, different workload patterns are more suitable for either row or col-
umn store architecture (cf. Section 3.1). None of both architectures, row- and column-
oriented, support the whole DWH domain optimally, i.e., we have to assign different
workload patterns to one of the two storage architectures. Hence, we have to identify
the influence of different workload patterns on the architectures and the performance of
these patterns on a certain architecture. The workload patterns are used in our decision
model that gives an advice for the optimal storage architecture. The input parameters



are a given workload, statistics that we map into our workload patterns, and derived
or user-defined heuristics/rules. The rough functionality is covered below and given in
Fig. 1.

A given workload will be analysed and parts of the decomposed workload are
mapped to the described patterns. As we mentioned before, the different patterns ad-
vantage a certain architecture. We compute the costs of each pattern for the respective
architecture and aggregate these costs for instance. In this case, the most qualified ar-
chitecture for a given workload causes less total costs. Hence, we can recommend a
certain architecture for a given workload. Therefore, we can derive heuristics and rules
from our workload patterns which contain the workload statistics. The heuristics and
rules can be iteratively refined. The different optimization techniques and/or rules of a
system have to be hidden for a general model because we want to evaluate the archi-
tectures and not the different (query) optimization techniques. This reduces the initial
complexity the decision model development.

Architecture

Decision

Workload Pattern

Workload

StorageDecision

cost functions

Model (DM)

using

Statistics,

Rules, Heuristics,

Fig. 1. Scheme of our Decision Model

In detail, we analyse the work-
load based on used operations, e.g.,
we count the frequency of oper-
ations and the participated tuples
and columns for each operation. The
computation cost for each operation,
e.g., average calculation operation
(aggregation/grouping pattern); will
be estimated by statistics of corre-
sponding DBMS or empirical deter-
mined factors. We state, these fac-
tors weight costs of column and row
stores for a certain operation to each
other. In other words, a heuristic

could state that column stores cause costs by factor X per tuple for a certain column
and row stores cause costs by factor Y per tuple for a certain column in our average
calculation example. This procedure will be repeated for each operation belonging to a
pattern. From the heuristics, we can derive decision rules. For the total costs calculation,
it is not decisively if the costs are completely computed or some costs are estimated by
heuristics or rules. The usage of heuristics or rules will only reduce the computation
complexity, i.e., these decision rules replace cost computations in our decision model
for pre-defined events.

Due to a fine-granular approach, the complexity of storage architecture decision
based on statistics is very high. As we mentioned, we can use rules to reduce the com-
plexity, e.g., column stores perform always better on average calculation for a column
than row stores. To derive correctly heuristics and rules, we need to use real statistics
from operating DBMSs. Thus, we have to accept the computation costs and start with
the fine granular approach to constitute facts for optimization of decision process. Af-
terwards, we are able to reduce the complexity by our weighted heuristics/rules, e.g.,
we expect that a certain part of the workload belongs to average calculation operations
that perform better on column store by factor X. The complexity will crucially lowered
by each heuristic for a certain operation. As a consequence of coarse granularity, we



only have to compute the costs for operations where the performance approximation is
not decidable by heuristics and rules.

In the design process, we cannot build on given workloads and have to use an es-
timated workload behaviour. Again, we use weighting factors to estimate the perfor-
mance of workload parts. Our coarse decision model approach using heuristics and
rules will satisfy these demands. Therefore, we use weighting factors which we ob-
tained by complexity reduction process of fine-granular approach. In the most extreme
case, the decision rules stored in the decision model can describe entire patterns and
replace the complete cost calculation after workload decomposition.

3.3 Development Strategies
In this section, we will present development strategies for a decision model to select the
optimal storage architecture. We assume at least two development strategies.

First, we develop a DBMS which supports independently both architectures to ob-
tain and evaluate heuristics and rules for the model, i.e., we can switch the storage
engines within the DBMS. Thus, we can hide the optimization techniques for decision
model development because both storage engines use the same DBMS functionalities.
Finally, we use a set of cost functions to estimate the performance differences between
the architectures in our decision model. With the assistance of such a decision model,
we can select an architecture in the design process or if necessary the redesign for a
certain application.

Second, we develop a decision model that does not hide system-specific optimiza-
tion techniques. This strategy compares two systems, i.e., a column and a row store, and
weights the different workload patterns for both systems. Hence, we can develop an ar-
chitectural decision model for the two systems. Such a model can give advice which
architecture we should use for a given workload. However, this strategy implies new
parameter sets for the decision model concerning each pairs of DBMSs.

We argue, one system that supports both architectures is needed to obtain a general
model. Hence, our model based on heuristics/rules can be proven and refined using such
a system, i.e., we can decide which architecture is more suitable for a given workload.

Independently from the development strategy, the general functionality of the deci-
sion model is equally for design tasks (weighted comparison) and self-tuning (hybrid
system). The set of rules derived from the workload patterns and heuristics are inte-
grated as cost functions into the decision model. Finally, the given workload will be
processed by the decision model based on cost functions.

3.4 Interactions with other DBMS parts
Many aspects influence the storage model decision. We introduce the estimated main
factors of influence to support an open and objective discussion and introduce them into
the model in later stages. We assume at least four main interactions: the SQL optimizer,
the query processor, the query processing, and compression techniques.

First, the SQL optimizer is integrated into nearly every DBMS. The functional-
ity, optimization rules, and implementation techniques vary from system to system and
make a comparable evaluation very difficult. At the same time, no current DBMS sup-
ports both, column-oriented and row-oriented, architectures. Even if a DBMS supports



both architectures, it is still a vague expectation that its SQL optimizer does not affect
the query execution in different ways. By hiding the optimization step, we can guarantee
that the SQL optimizer does not perform better for one of both storage architectures.

Second, the query processor of a system is an important aspect for the performance
of a system. Thereby, the quality of the query processor depends on the functionality,
quality of implementation etc. Even worse, column stores can use a row-oriented or a
column-oriented query processor. In case of column stores, query optimization depends
on the query processor and point of time for tuple reconstruction.

Third, the query processing (and optimization) can be based on tuples like all row
stores and most column stores or are based on columns like C-Store/Vertica [5]. By
using a column-oriented query processor, advantages of compression techniques can be
utilized more efficiently because columns can be processed for a query without decom-
pression [5].

The last aspect regarding different compression techniques is directly linked to
query processing on compressed data. Several compression techniques are used in col-
umn stores in miscellaneous variants, e.g., dependently on data type. Thereby, it is
nearly impossible to observe every aspect of compression across different systems.
Some systems use a huge set of compression techniques (nearly for each data type) and
other use compression only for specific columns. Adding the compression techniques
of row stores will corrupt these observations because row stores process compression
tuple-wise or partition-wise with different data types (mostly based on relations).

To hide the mentioned interactions, we propose the extension of a row store, e.g.,
BerkeleyDB [17] or FAME DBMS [18], with column-oriented architecture. This strat-
egy promises the best results according to the model development. Hence, we guarantee
the same environment for both architectures and develop a general model for them.

3.5 Perspective
Nevertheless, we have to recover the interactions and optimization techniques which
we had hidden (cf. Section 3.4). These interactions have to be integrated in a general
manner into our decision model because we also consider distinct systems in our gen-
eral decision model besides a prototype. In this way, we can develop a general decision
model for column and row stores. But as already mentioned, neither of both architec-
tures can perform efficiently on each workload. We can only overcome this gap between
column and row stores with aid of a hybrid architecture and develop a hybrid system
based on this architecture.

To develop a hybrid system or architecture, we do not need to integrate the inter-
actions of DBMS parts. On the contrary, a hybrid system should utilize and consider
architectural strengths and weaknesses before considering optimization techniques. We
argue, these optimization techniques have to be adapted for a hybrid system anyway,
thus we do not need to consider them. The reimplementation or adaption of current
optimization techniques is also a chance to overcome existing barriers, e.g., the static
storage allocation [19], OLTP and/or real-time DWH [6] because they strongly depend
on the current architectures. The reached degree of freedom involves administrative
overhead which has to be lower than the benefit guaranteed by cost functions.

In contrast to our proposed prototypical implementation for model development, we
mention that it could be more advantageous to develop the hybrid architecture based on



a column store (or complete reimplementation). We reason this approach by functional
gaps between column and row stores, e.g., update-in-place strategies cannot be applied
in column stores or concurrency control in column stores is very different (mostly delta
based).

Update operations are another new challenge in the DWH domain and new DWH
applications. Updates can critically affect the performance of a DBMS. We note that
updates can be implemented by delete and insert operations. So, we determine all three
operations as update behaviour. Formerly, the database community estimated, update
processing does not influence DWH applications because the DWH works on time-
invariant data and executes the updates in an ETL process. Such process requires a time
of minor workload or offline time of the DWH but most DWH should be available 24
hours a day. However, new approaches [9, 20, 21] show that updates processing will be
crucially increased for DWH. Updates are an architectural problem in column stores
due to tuple partitioning in the column-oriented architecture. To support the tuple re-
construction after partitioning, each column value has to refer to unique tuple identifier
or have to keep the columns in physical sequential order especially for sorted columns.
Hence, several column store implementations try to reduce drawbacks by updates, e.g.,
C-Store/Vertica [5]. However, we want to evaluate a decision model for architectural
decision between column and row store for a certain application and not specific imple-
mentations even if there are already good approaches available.

Finally, a hybrid architecture can help to overcome the update problem of column
stores and could open new application fields because it contains both architectures that
can be adapted to workloads, e.g., storage architecture will be advised for each relation.
A hybrid architecture that utilizes both architecture enables self-tuning techniques in an
architectural manner, i.e., the storage architecture of a certain part of the database can be
changed and adapted to changing workloads. Additionally, the adaptation of self-tuning
techniques from row stores are possible and will increase the overall performance, e.g.,
self-adapting compressions (techniques) for shifting data distribution or materialized
views that store the tuple reconstruction results for frequently accessed partitioned tu-
ples etc. These self-tuning approaches can reduce I/O costs for data access even for
changing data sets or reduce tuple reconstruction costs within query execution. These
self-tuning techniques can certainly be utilized in column stores, too.

4 Related Work

In recent years, several open- and closed-source column stores have been released [4, 5,
15, 22]. There are well-known column stores but all systems are pure column stores and
do not support any row store functionality. Abadi et al. [23] compare row and column
stores performance on the star schema benchmark. They simulate the column store ar-
chitecture by indexing every single column or vertical partitioning of the schema. They
show that using column store architecture in a row store is possible but the performance
in a row store is poor. In this paper, we do not directly compare optimization tech-
niques of DBMSs. Instead, we consider strengths and weakness of both architectures to
encourage our work of combining them in a hybrid system.

Regarding the solutions for architectural problems, there are systems available which
are not a hybrid system in our sense (between a column and a row store). Neverthe-



less, they contain very interesting approaches for development of a hybrid system. C-
Store [5] uses two different storages to overcome the update problems of column stores.
A related approach brings together a column store approach and the typical row store
domain of online transactional processing (OLTP) data [9]. In contrast to our work,
they focus on near real-time processing of OLTP data in a DWH and the necessary ETL
components. They hold replicates of all OLTP data which is needed for reporting mech-
anism (OLAP/DWH). These approaches are not a hybrid system in our sense because
we want to combine two architectures to a hybrid storage without replication.

Another interesting approach is Ingres/Vectorwise which applies the Vectorwise
(formerly MonetDB/X100) architecture into the Ingres product family [24]. In coop-
eration with Vectorwise, Ingres is developing a new storage manager ColumnBM for
the new Ingres/Vectorwise. From [24] and product documentations, the integration of
the new architecture into the existing environment remains unclear.

BigTable [16] or HadoopDB [25] bring together different architectures or compet-
ing approaches. However, these systems are developed for quite different application
fields (niche solutions) and do not support the relational data model. Thereby, the de-
velopment of a hybrid system is supported by our decision model which is our main
goal in our work. We compare the architectures to obtain a general model and not cer-
tain DBMSs which is nearly impossible by the amount of DBMSs in the community.
Moreover, a decision model and its resulting knowledge are the basis to develop a hybrid
architecture. This strategy is the main distinction of our work to the other approaches.

To develop our decision model, we need to analyse any workloads and derive work-
load patterns therefrom. Therefore, we can utilize, adapt and extend existing approaches
such as Turbyfill’s approach [26] that considers mixed database workloads concerning
disk access. We can map this approach to the strengths and weaknesses of different ar-
chitectures. In contrast, the approach by Raatikainen [27] considers workload classes
and how to find them based on cluster analysis. We do not want to cluster workloads
into a certain number of classes but we want to classify operations. We can use these and
other approaches to find and evaluate our workload patterns. The approaches of Favre
et al. [28] and Holze et al. [29] step into the direction of self-tuning databases. Favre et
al. consider the evolutionary changes within a DWH workload. They also consider the
interactions between schema evolution and workload evolution. This approach is very
interesting according to our proposed hybrid system. The related approach of Holze et
al. concerns clustering of workloads based on distance functions but is developed for
lightweight and stream-based operations. Thereby, the development of a hybrid system
is supported by the workload pattern development.

The current research reflects new approaches to solve the update problems of OLAP
applications, e.g., dimension updates [10]. Moreover, the update problem is increased
according to new demands like real-time DWH [8, 11]. These new demands call for
new decision models in the DWH domain and databases at all.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we report on a study that we performed on column store and row store
systems. In this study, we observed the necessity of a decision model for architectural
design in the data warehousing domain. To map a workload to an architecture (column



or row store), we identified three workload patterns which will be refined into fine-
grained sub-patterns. The patterns have to be evaluated concerning their performance
on different architectures, i.e., the recommended architecture depends on workload or
found pattern. Based on these patterns, we presented our ideas to develop our decision
model. In future work, we want to advise the architectural (re-) design decisions of
DWH systems. We assume that the development of a decision model for the choice
of storage architecture (row or column store) is the precondition for new self-tuning
techniques in hybrid systems. Furthermore, the generality of a decision model should
be verified in a number of case studies. The interactions of DBMS parts have to be
discussed afterwards, e.g., SQL optimizer or query processor.

Moreover, we conclude the development of a hybrid architecture to overcome the
gap between column and row stores as consequence of our study. This step is an ex-
plicit conclusion of our considerations concerning a decision model because we can
map the workload pattern to the strengths of either architecture. So, our model will be
the base for a hybrid system and we can utilize it for column, row, and hybrid architec-
tures. We argue that our model will foster the development of a hybrid architecture by
architectural design decision support and rules/heuristics.

A hybrid system will enable self-tuning approaches in an architectural manner. The
monitored workloads will be analysed with the aid of our decision model. The self-
tuning approach enables continuous adaption of architectures in small steps for a hybrid
system instead of periodical (re-) design of complete systems. The adaptive architecture
of a hybrid system will save the costly redesigns of a system and will endorse changing
workloads.

In the future, we will determine the necessary workload patterns using a prototypical
implementation and evaluate their performance on the different architectures. These
patterns will be integrated in our model and refined by evaluation on different existing
environments/systems.
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